Xuan Kong Da Gua Correspondence Course

Xuan Kong Feng Shui consists of two departments – Fei Xing and Da Gua. Any one without the other is incomplete. Xuan Kong Da Gua 玄空大卦 is the body (Ti 体). Xuan Kong Fei Xing 玄空飛星 is the application (Yong 用).

Fei Xing or Flying Stars has become popular ever since Qing Dynasty scholar Shen Zhu Reng 沈竹礽 introduced the method in his book <Shen Shi Xuan Kong Xue 沈氏玄空學>. Xuan Kong Da Gua has been treated as the top secret and is taught only to indoor disciples at the last stage of learning. Therefore, it is not known to most people although most people have heard about it.

Some people who practice Fei Xing consider Da Gua as fake Feng Shui. The contrary is also not uncommon. It only shows that these people do not possess the key to the treasure cavern.

Xuan Kong Da Gua originates from the famous Square-Circle Diagram (Fang Yuan Tu 方圓圖) passed on to Shao Yong 邵雍 by Chen Tuan 陳摶 although both of them did not practice Feng Shui. It is the map of Earth Qi Distribution. Xuan Kong Fei Xing uses the changing Heaven Qi Distribution. Earth qi is yin and therefore, the body. Heaven qi is yang and therefore, the application. Body without application is useless. Application without the support by the body is ineffective. This is the reason why some people find Flying Stars work sometimes but do not work some other times.

This course will take 1 year to complete. You will learn:

1. How the Feng Shui of your home affect you even when you are not at home.
2. The meaning of “Dragon matching mountain and facing matching water 龍要合向向合水”.
3. How to tap into the auspicious earth qi by setting up a matching facing and water.
4. The meaning of “Sheng in Ke in denote prosperity – descendants will be rich and famous 生入剋入名為旺 子孫盡富貴”.
5. How some Feng Shui classics cannot be meaningful in Fei Xing but very well explained using Da Gua.
6. How to express a set of Four Pillars in hexagrams.
7. How to select auspicious dates so that Heaven, Earth and Man communicate.
8. The secret code of Wealth, Descendants and Fame 財丁貴訣.
The Cost

US$1,000.00

Course materials will be sent as two ebooks. Students can join anytime.

Students are invited to join a special Yahoo Group to enhance the learning.

Syllabus

The detail syllabus will not be given to prevent people from copying it to offer fake courses to fool the public.

Agreement

On enrolment, the student agrees to abide by the traditional rules for students in the Chinese culture and not to disclose what is taught in the course to outsiders without the explicit permission from the master. The master will approve the application to teach only when he is satisfied with the ability of the student. This is to avoid immature information being spread to hurt people resulting in the creation of bad karma.

Enrolment

Please send enrolment to josephyu.fengshui@gmail.com

Information required:

1. Name (Given name, family name)
2. Birth year and gender
3. Feng Shui education background
4. Address
5. Telephone

On approval, payment instruction will be given. Please do not pay before approval.